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Abstract. Module systems, separate compilation, deployment of binary components, and dynamic linking have enjoyed wide acceptance in programming languages and systems. In contrast, the syntax of languages is usually defined in a
non-modular way, cannot be compiled separately, cannot easily be combined with
the syntax of other languages, and cannot be deployed as a component for later
composition. Grammar formalisms that do support modules use whole program
compilation.
Current extensible compilers focus on source-level extensibility, which requires users to compile the compiler with a specific configuration of extensions.
A compound parser needs to be generated for every combination of extensions.
The generation of parse tables is expensive, which is a particular problem when
the composition configuration is not fixed to enable users to choose language
extensions.
In this paper we introduce an algorithm for parse table composition to support
separate compilation of grammars to parse table components. Parse table components can be composed (linked) eﬃciently at runtime, i.e. just before parsing.
While the worst-case time complexity of parse table composition is exponential
(like the complexity of parse table generation itself), for realistic language combination scenarios involving grammars for real languages, our parse table composition algorithm is an order of magnitude faster than computation of the parse
table for the combined grammars.

1 Introduction
Module systems, separate compilation, deployment of binary components, and dynamic
linking have enjoyed wide acceptance in programming languages and systems. In contrast, the syntax of languages is usually defined in a non-modular way, cannot be compiled separately, cannot easily be combined with the syntax of other languages, and
cannot be deployed as a component for later composition. Grammar formalisms that
do support modules use whole program compilation and deploy a compound parser. In
this paper we introduce an algorithm for parse table composition to support separate
compilation of grammars to parse table components.
The lack of methods for deploying the definition and implementation of languages as
components is harming programming practices. Languages are combined in an undisciplined and uncontrolled way, for example by using SQL, HQL, Shell commands, XPath,
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import table person [ id INT, name VARCHAR, age INT ];
connection c = "jdbc:postgresql:mybook";
ResultSet rs = using c query { SELECT name FROM person WHERE age > {limit}};

Fig. 1. SQL extension of Java in ableJ (Silver)
$name = $_GET[’name’];
$q = "SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = ’" . $name . "’";
$q = <| SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = ${$name} |>;
system("svn cat \"file name\" -r" . $rev);
system(<| svn cat "file name" -r${$rev} |>);

Fig. 2. SQL and Shell extensions of PHP (StringBorg)
class FileEditor {
void handle(Event e) when e@Open { ... }
void handle(Event e) when e@Save { ... }
void handle(Event e) {...} }

Fig. 3. Predicate dispatch in JPred (Polyglot)
Return(ConditionalExpression(e1 , e2, e3 )) -> If(e1 , Return(e2), Return(e3 ))
|[ return e1 ? e2 : e3 ; ]| -> |[ if($e1 ) return $e2; else return $e3 ; ]|

Fig. 4. Transformation with concrete Java syntax (Stratego)

regular expressions, and LDAP in string literals. The compiler of the host language has
no knowledge at all of these languages. Hence, the compiler cannot check if the programs are syntactically correct, nor can the compiler help protect the program against
security vulnerabilities caused by user input that is not properly escaped. Extensible
compilers such as ableJ [1] (based on Silver [2]), JastAddJ [3], and Polyglot [4] support the modular extension of the base language with new language features or embeddings of domain-specific languages. For example, the security vulnerabilities caused
by the use of string literals can be avoided by extending the compiler to understand
the syntax of the embedded languages. The extended compiler compiles the embedded
fragments with the guarantee that user input is properly escaped according to the escaping rules of the embedded language. Figure 1 shows an application of the extensible
compiler ableJ. This extension introduces constructs for defining database schemas and
executing SQL queries. The implementation of the extension is modular, i.e. the source
code of the base Java compiler is not modified. Silver and the ableJ compiler have
also been applied to implement extensions for complex numbers, algebraic datatypes,
and computational geometry. Similar to the SQL extension of ableJ, the StringBorg
syntactic preprocessor [5] supports the embedding of languages in arbitrary base languages to prevent security vulnerabilities. Figure 2 shows applications of embeddings
of SQL and Shell commands in PHP. In both cases, the StringBorg compiler guarantees that embedded sentences are syntactically correct and that strings are properly
escaped, as opposed to the unhygienic string concatenation on the previous lines. The
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implementations of these extensions are modular, e.g. the grammar for the embedding
of Shell in PHP is a module that imports grammars of PHP and Shell. Finally, the Polyglot [4] compiler has been used for the implementation of many language extensions,
for example Jedd’s database relations and binary decision diagrams [6] and JPred’s
predicate dispatch [7]. Figure 3 illustrates the JPred extension.
Similar to the syntax extensions implemented using extensible compilers, several
metaprogramming systems feature an extensible syntax. Metaprograms usually manipulate programs in a structured representation, but writing code generators and transformations in the abstract syntax of a language can be very unwieldy. Therefore, several
metaprogramming systems [8,9,10,11] support the embedding of an object language
syntax in the metalanguage. The embedded code fragments are parsed statically and
translated to a structured representation, thus providing a concise, familiar notation to
the metaprogrammer. Figure 4 illustrates this with a transformation rule for Java, which
lifts conditional expressions from return statements. The first rule is defined using the
abstract syntax of Java, the second uses the concrete syntax. Metaprogramming systems often only require a grammar for the object language, i.e. the compilation of the
embedded syntax is generically defined [8,10].
Extensibility and Composition. Current extensible compilers focus on source-level extensibility, which requires users to compile the compiler with a specific configuration
of extensions. Thus, every extension or combination of extensions results in a diﬀerent
compiler. Some recent extensible compilers support composition of extensions by specifying language extensions as attribute grammars [1,12] or using new language features
for modular, type-safe scalable software composition [13,14]. In contrast to the extensive research on composition of later compiler phases, the grammar formalisms used by
current extensible compilers do not have advanced features for the modular definition
of syntax. They do not support separate compilation of grammars and do not feature
a method for deploying grammars as components. Indeed, for the parsing phase of the
compiler, a compound parser needs to be generated for every combination of extensions
using whole program compilation.
Similarly, in metaprogramming systems with support for concrete syntax, grammars
for a particular combination of object language embeddings are compiled together with
the grammar of the metalanguage into a single parse table. Metaprograms often manipulate multiple object languages, which means that parse tables have to be deployed
for all these combinations. The implementation of the later compiler phases is often
generic in the object language, therefore the monolithic deployment of parse tables is
the remaining obstacle to allowing the user to select language extensions.
A further complication is that the base language cannot evolve independently of
the extensions. The syntax of the base language is deployed as part of the language
extension, so the deployed language extension is bound to a specific version of the
base language. Language extensions should only depend on an interface of the base
language, not a particular implementation or revision.
As a result, extensions implemented using current extensible compilers cannot be deployed as a plugin to the extensible compiler, thus not allowing the user of the compiler
to select a series of extensions. For example, it is not possible for a user to select a series
of Java extensions for ableJ (e.g. SQL and algebraic datatypes) or Polyglot (e.g. JMatch
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and Jedd) without compiling the compiler. Third parties should be able to deploy language extensions that do not require the compiler (or programming environment) to be
rebuilt. Therefore, methods for deploying languages as binary components are necessary to leverage the promise of extensible compilers. We call this binary extensibility.
One of the challenges in realizing binary extensible compilers is binary extensibility of
the syntax of the base language. Most extensible compilers use an LR parser, therefore
this requires the introduction of LR parse table components.
Parse Table Composition. In this paper we introduce an algorithm for parse table composition to support separate compilation of grammars to parse table components. Parse
table components can be composed (linked) eﬃciently at runtime (i.e. just before parsing) by a minimal reconstruction of the parse table. This algorithm can be the foundation for separate compilation in parser generators, load-time composition of parse table
components (cf. dynamic linking), and even runtime extension of parse tables for selfextensible parsers [15]. As illustrated by our AspectJ evaluation, separate compilation
of modules can even improve the performance of a whole program parser generator.
Using parse table composition extensible compilers can support binary extensibility (at
least for syntax) by deploying the parser of the base language as a parse table component. The syntax of language extensions can be deployed as binary components plugging into the extensible compiler by providing a parse table component generated for
the language extension only.
While the worst-case time complexity of parse table composition is exponential (like
the complexity of parse table generation itself), for realistic language combination scenarios involving grammars for real languages, our parse table composition algorithm
is an order of magnitude faster than computation of the parse table for the combined
grammars, making online language composition one step closer to reality. The goal is
to make composition fast enough to make the user unaware of the parse table composition. This will allow composition of the components at every invocation of a compiler,
similar to dynamic linking of executable programs and libraries.
We have implemented parse table composition in a prototype that generates parse
tables for scannerless [16] generalized LR (GLR) [17,18] parsers. It takes SDF [19]
grammars as input. The technical contributions of this work are:
– The idea of parse table composition as symmetric composition of parse tables as opposed to incrementally adding productions, as done in work on incremental parser
generation [20,21,22]
– A formal foundation for parse table modification based on automata
– An eﬃcient algorithm for partial reapplication of NFA to DFA conversion, the key
idea of parse table composition

2 Grammars and Parsing
A context-free grammar G is a tuple Σ, N, P, with Σ a set of terminal symbols, N a
set of nonterminal symbols, and P a set of productions of the form A → α, where we
use the following notation: V for the set of symbols N ∪ Σ; A, B, C for variables ranging
over N; X, Y, Z for variables ranging over V; a, b for variables ranging over Σ; v, w, x for
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variables ranging over Σ ∗ ; and α, β, γ for variables ranging over V ∗ . The context-free
grammar 1 = Σ, N, P will be used throughout this paper, where
Σ = {+, N} N = {E, T } P = {E → E + T, E → T, T → N}

(1)

The relation ⇒ on V ∗ defines the derivation of strings by applying productions, thus
defining the language of a grammar in a generative way. For a grammar G we say
that αAβ ⇒ αγβ if A → γ ∈ P(G). A series of zero or more derivation steps from
α to β is denoted by α ⇒∗ β. The relation ⇒rm on V ∗ defines rightmost derivations,
i.e. where only the rightmost nonterminal is replaced. We say that αAw ⇒rm αγw if
A → γ ∈ P(G). If A ⇒∗rm α then we say that α is a right-sentential form for A.
LR Parsing. An LR(0) parse table is a tuple Q, Σ, N, start, action, goto, accept with
Q a set of states, Σ a set of terminal symbols, N a set of nonterminal symbols, start ∈ Q,
action a function Q × Σ → action where action is either shift q or reduce A → α, goto a
function Q × N → Q, and finally accept ⊆ Q, where we use the following additional
notation: q for variables ranging over Q; and S for variables ranging over P(Q).
An LR parser [23,24]
is a transition system with
as configuration a stack
E → •E + T
of states and symbols
E → •T
qo X1 q1 X2 q2 . . . Xn qn and an
T → •N
input string v of terminals.
E
N
T
The next configuration of
E → E• +T
E→T•
T →N•
the parser is determined by
reading the next terminal a
+
from the input v and peekE → E + •T
ing at the state qn at the
N
T → •N
top of the stack. The enT
try action(qn , a) indicates
E
→
E+T •
how to change the configuration. The entries of the
action table are shift or reFig. 5. LR(0) DFA for grammar 1
duce actions, which introduce state transitions that
are recorded on the stack. A shift action removes the terminal a from the input, which
corresponds to a step of one symbol in the right-hand sides of a set of productions that
is currently expected. A reduce action of a production A → X1 . . . Xk removes 2k elements from the stack resulting in state qn−k being on top of stack. Next, the reduce
action pushes A and the new current state on the stack, which is determined by the entry
goto(qn−k , A).
The symbols on the stack of an LR parser are always a prefix of a right-sentential
form of a grammar. The set of possible prefixes on the stack is called the viable prefixes.
We do not discuss the LR parsing algorithm in further detail, since we are only interested
in the generation of the action and goto tables.

Parse Table Composition
function generate-tbl(A, G) =
1 Q, δ, start  generate-dfa(A, G)
2 for each q →X q ∈ δ
if X ∈ Σ(G) then action(q, X)  shift q
3
if X ∈ N(G) then goto(q, X)  q
4
5 for each q ∈ Q
if [A → α • eof] ∈ q then
6
accept  accept ∪ {q}
7
for each [A → α • ] ∈ q
8
for each a ∈ Σ(G)
9
action(q, a)  reduce A → α
10
11 return Q, Σ(G), N(G), start, action, goto, accept
function move(q, X) =
1 return { [A → αX • β] | [A → α • Xβ] ∈ q}
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function generate-dfa(A, G) =
1 start  closure({[S → •A eof]}, G)
2 Q  {start}, δ  ∅
3 repeat until Q and δ do not change
for each q ∈ Q
4
for each X ∈ {Y | [B → α • Yβ] ∈ q}
5
q closure(move(q, X), G)
6

Q  Q ∪ {q }
δ  δ ∪ {q →X q }
9 return Q, δ, start
7
8

function closure(q, G) =
1 repeat until q does not change
for each [A → α • Bβ] ∈ q
2
3
4

q  q ∪ { [B → •γ] | B → γ ∈ P(G)}
return q

Fig. 6. LR(0) parse table generation for grammar G

Generating LR Parse Tables. The action and goto table of an LR parser are based on a
deterministic finite automaton (DFA) that recognizes the viable prefixes for a grammar.
The DFA for recognizing the viable prefixes for grammar 1 is shown in Figure 5. Every
state of the DFA is associated to a set of items, where an item [A → α•β] is a production
with a dot (•) at some position of the right-hand side. An item indicates the progress in
possibly reaching a configuration where the top of the stack consists of αβ. If the parser
is in a state q where [A → α • β] ∈ q then the α portion of the item is currently on top
of the stack, implying that a string derivable from α has been recognized and a string
derivable from β is predicted. For example, the item [E → E + • T ] represents that the
parser has just recognized a string derivable from E +. We say that an item [A → α• Xβ]
predicts the symbol X.
To deal with increasingly larger classes of grammars, various types of LR parse
tables exist, e.g. LR(0), SLR, LALR, and LR(1). The LR(0), SLR, and LALR parse
tables all have the same underlying DFA, but use increasingly more precise conditions
on the application of reduce actions. Figure 6 shows the algorithm for generating LR(0)
parse tables. The main function generate-tbl first calls generate-dfa to construct a DFA. The
function generate-dfa collects states as sets of items in Q and edges between the states in
δ. The start state is based on an initial item for the start production. For each set of items,
the function generate-dfa determines the outgoing edges by applying the function move
to all the predicted symbols of an item set. The function move computes the kernel of
items for the next state q based on the items of the current state q by shifting the • over
the predicted symbol X. Every kernel is extended to a closure using the function closure,
which adds the initial items of all the predicted symbols to the item set. Because LR(0),
SLR, and LALR parse tables have the same DFA the function generate-dfa is the same for
all these parse tables. The LR(0) specific function generate-tbl initializes the action and
goto tables based on the set of item sets. Edges labelled with a terminal become shift
actions. Edges labelled with a nonterminal are entries of the goto table. Finally, if there
is a final item, then for all terminal symbols the action is a reduce of this production.
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function generate-nfa(G) =


E → •E + T
E
E → E• +T
+
E → E + •T

•E




•T



E → •T

T → •N

T

N

E→T•

T →N•


T
E → E+T •

1

Q  {•A | A ∈ N(G)}

2

for each A → α ∈ P(G)

3

q  {[A → •α]}
Q  Q ∪ {q}
δ  δ ∪ {•A → q}
repeat until Q and δ do not change
for each q = {[A → α • Xβ]} ∈ Q
q  {[A → αX • β]}
Q  Q ∪ {q }
δ  δ ∪ {q →X q }
for each q = {[A → α • Bγ]} ∈ Q
δ  δ ∪ {q → •B}
return Q, Σ(G) ∪ N(G), δ

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Fig. 7. LR(0) -NFA for grammar 1

Fig. 8. LR(0) -NFA generation

Parse Table Conflicts. LR(0) parsers require every state to have a deterministic action
for every next terminal in the input stream. There are not many languages that can be
parsed using an LR(0) parser, yet we focus on LR(0) parse tables for now. The first
reason is that the most important solution for avoiding conflicts is restricting the application of reduce actions, e.g. using the SLR algorithm. These methods are orthogonal
to the generation and composition of the LR(0) DFA. The second reason is that we
target a generalized LR parser [17,18], which already supports arbitrary context-free
grammars by allowing a set of actions for every terminal. The alternative actions are
performed pseudo-parallel, and the continuation of the parsing process will determine
which action was correct. Our parse table composition method can also be applied to
target deterministic parsers, but the composition of deterministic parse tables might result in new conflicts, which have to be reported or resolved.

3 LR Parser Generation: A Diﬀerent Perspective
The LR(0) parse table generation algorithm is very non-modular due to the use of
the closure function, which requires all productions of a nonterminal to be known at
parse table generation time. As an introduction to the solution for separate compilation of grammars, we discuss a variation of the LR(0) algorithm that first constructs
a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) with -transitions (-NFA) and converts
the -NFA into an LR(0) DFA in a separate step using the subset construction algorithm [25,26]. The ingredients of this algorithm and the correspondence to the one discussed previously naturally lead to the solution to the modularity problem of LR(0)
parse table generation.
Generating LR(0) -NFA. An -NFA [27] is an NFA that allows transitions on , the
empty string. Using -transitions an -NFA can make a transition without reading an
input symbol. An -NFA A is a tuple Q, Σ, δ with Q a set of states, Σ a set of symbols,
and δ a transition function Q × (Σ ∪ {}) → P(Q), where we use the following notation:
q for variables ranging over Q; S for variables ranging over P(Q), but ranging over QD
for a DFA D; X for variables ranging over Σ; and q0 →X q1 for q1 ∈ δ(q0 , X).
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Figure 7 shows the LR(0) -NFA for the example grammar 1 (observe the similarity
to a syntax diagram). For every nonterminal A of the grammar, there is a station state
denoted by •A. All other states contain just a single LR item. The station states have transitions to all the initial items of their productions. If an item predicts a nonterminal
A, then there are two transitions: an -transition to the station state of A and a transition
to the item resulting from shifting the dot over A. For an item that predicts a terminal,
there is just a single transition to the next item.
Figure 8 shows the algorithm for generating the LR(0) -NFA for a grammar G. Note
that states are singleton sets of an item or just a dot before a nonterminal (the station
states). The -NFA of a grammar G accepts the same language as the DFA generated
by the algorithm of Figure 6, i.e. the language of viable prefixes.
Eliminating -Transitions. The -NFA
can be turned into a DFA by eliminat- function  -subset-construction(A, QE , Σ, δE ) =
ing the -transitions using the subset con- 1 QD  { -closure({•A}, δE )}
struction algorithm [27,24], well-known 2 δD  ∅
from automata theory and lexical analy- 3 repeat until QD and δD do not change
sis. Figure 9 shows the algorithm for con- 4
for each S ∈ QD
verting an -NFA to a DFA. The function 5
for each X ∈ labels(S , δE )
 -closure extends a given set of states S to
S   -closure(move(S , X, δE ), δE )
6
include all the states reachable through - 7
QD  QD ∪ {S }
transitions. The function move determines 8
δD  δD ∪ {S →X S }
the states reachable from a set of states 9 return QD , Σ, δD 
S through transitions on the argument X. function  -closure(S , δ) =
The function labels is a utility function that 1 repeat until S does not change
returns the symbols (which does not in- 2
S  S ∪ {q1 | q0 ∈ S , q0 → q1 ∈ δ}
clude ) for which there are transitions 3 return S
from the states of S . The main function
function labels(S , δ) =
 -subset-construction drives the construction
1 return {X | q0 ∈ S , q0 →X q1 ∈ δ}
of the DFA. For every state S ⊆ QE it defunction move(S , X, δ) =
termines the new subsets of states reach1 return {q1 | q0 ∈ S , q0 →X q1 ∈ δ}
able by transitions from states in S .
Applying  -subset-construction to the - Fig. 9. Subset construction algorithm from NFA of Figure 7 results in the DFA of Fig- NFA E to DFA D
ure 5. This is far from accidental because
the algorithm for LR(0) DFA generation
of Figure 6 has all the elements of the generation of an -NFA followed by subset
construction. The  -closure function corresponds to the function closure, because -NFA
states whose item predicts a nonterminal have -transitions to the productions of this
nonterminal via the station state of the nonterminal. The first move function constructs
the kernel of the next state by moving the dot, whereas the new move function constructs the kernel by following the transitions of the NFA. Incidentally, these transitions
exactly correspond to moving the dot, see line 8 of Figure 8. Finally, the main driver
function generate-dfa is basically equivalent to the function  -subset-construction. Note that
most textbooks call the closure function from the move function, but to emphasize the
similarity we moved this call to the callee of move.
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4 Composition of LR(0) Parse Tables
We discussed the -NFA variation of the LR(0) parse table generation algorithm to
introduce the ingredients of parse table composition. LR(0) -NFA’s are much easier to compose than LR(0) DFA’s. A naive solution to composing parse tables would
be to only construct -NFA’s for every grammar at parse table generation-time and at
composition-time merge all the station states
of the -NFA’s and run the subset construction algorithm. Unfortunately, this will not
E
T
be very eﬃcient because subset construction
is the expensive part of the LR(0) parse taq1
q6
ble generation algorithm. The -NFA’s are in
E T
N
fact not much more than a diﬀerent represenN q7
q2
q5
tation of a grammar, comparable to a syntax
diagram.
+
N
The key to an eﬃcient solution is to apq3
ply the DFA conversion to the individual
T
parse table components at generation-time,
q4
a.
but also preserve the -transitions as metadata in the resulting automaton, which we reE
T
fer to as an -DFA. The -transitions of the

-DFA can be ignored as long as the automaq1
q6
r8
ton is not modified, hence the name -DFA,

E T
N
Id
though there is no such thing as a determinisN q7
q2
q5
tic automaton with -transitions in automata
r9
theory. The -transitions provide the infor- +
N
mation necessary for reconstructing a correct
q3
DFA using subset construction if states (corresponding to new productions) are added to T
q4
b.
the -DFA. In this way the DFA is computed
per component, but the subset construction
E
T
can be rerun partially where necessary. The
amount of subset reconstruction can be res6
s1
duced by making use of information on the
Id
N
E T
nonterminals that overlap between parse taId
ble components. Also, due to the subset conN s7
s5
s8
s2
struction applied to each component, many
+
states are already part of the set of -NFA
N
s3
states that corresponds to a DFA state. These
Id
states do not have to be added to a subset T
s4
again.
c.
Figure 10a shows the -DFA for
grammar 1, generated from the -NFA of
Figure 7. The E and T arrows indicate Fig. 10. a. LR(0) -DFA for grammar 1 b.
the closures of the station states for these Combination of -DFA’s for grammars 1
nonterminals. The two dashed -transitions and 2 c. -DFA after subset construction
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correspond to -transitions of the -NFA. The -DFA does not contain the -transition
that would result in a self-edge on the station state E. Intuitively, an -transition from
q0 to q1 expresses that station state q1 is supposed to be closed in q0 (i.e. the subset q0
is a superset of the subset q1 ) as long as the automaton is not changed, which makes
self-edges useless since every state is closed in itself. The composition algorithm is
oblivious to the set of items that resulted in a DFA state, therefore the states of the
automaton no longer contain LR item sets.
Figure 10b combines the -DFA of 10a with a second -DFA to form an automaton
where the -transitions become relevant, thus being an -NFA. The parse table component adds variables to the tiny expression language of grammar 1 based on the following
grammar and its -DFA.
Σ = {Id} N = {T } P = {T → Id}

(2)

T

r8

Id

r9

The combined automaton connects station states of the same nonterminal originating
from diﬀerent parse table components by -transitions, in this case the two station states
q6 and r8 for T (bold). Intuitively, these transitions express that the two states should always be part of -closures (subsets) together. In a combination of the original -NFA’s,
the station state T would have -transitions to all the initial items that now constitute
the station states q6 and r8 .
Figure 10c is the result of applying subset reconstruction to Figure 10b, resulting in
a deterministic automaton (ignoring the now irrelevant -edges). State q1 is extended to
s1 by including r8 because there is a new path from q1 to r8 over -transitions, i.e. r8
enters the -closure of q1 . As a result of this extended subset, s1 now has a transition on
Id to s8 . Similarly, state q3 is extended to s3 . Finally, station states q6 and r8 are merged
into the single state s6 because of the cycle of -transitions. Observe that five of the nine
states from Figure 10b are not aﬀected because their -closures have not changed.
4.1 Generating LR(0) Parse Tables Components
The visualizations of automata only show the states, station states and the transitions.
However, LR parse tables also have reduce and accept actions and distinguish transitions over terminals (shift actions) from nonterminals (gotos). To completely capture
parse tables, we define an LR(0) parse table component T to be a tuple
Q, Σ, N, δ, δ , station, predict, reduce, P, accept
with Q a set of states, Σ a set of terminal symbols, N a set of nonterminal symbols, δ a
transition function Q × (Σ ∪ N) → Q, δ a transition function Q → P(Q) (visualized by
dashed edges), station the function N → Q (visualized using arrows into the automaton
labelled with a nonterminal), predict a function Q → P(N), reduce a function Q →
P(P), P a set of productions of the form A → α, and finally accept ⊆ Q.
Note that the δ function of a component returns a single state for a symbol, hence it
corresponds to a deterministic automaton. The -transitions are captured in a separate
function δ . For notational convenience we do not explicitly restrict the range of the δ
function to station states in this definition.
Parse table components do not have a specific start nonterminal, instead the station
function is used to map all nonterminals to a station state. Given the start nonterminal,
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the station function returns the start state. We say that a station state q is closed in a
state q if q → q.
Figure 11 shows the algorithm for generating a parse table component, which is very
similar to the subset construction algorithm of Figure 9. First, an -NFA is generated 1
for the grammar G. For every nonterminal A the  -closure (defined in Figure 9) of its
station state is added to the set of states QD 2 of the -DFA, thus capturing the closure
of the initial items of all productions of A.
Next, for every state, the nonterminals 8 predicted by the items of this function generate-xtbl(G) =
subset are determined. The predicted 1 QE , Σ, δE   generate-nfa(G)
nonterminals correspond to the 2 for each A ∈ N(G)
-transitions to station states, or equiv- 3
S   -closure({•A}, δE )
alently the transitions on nonterminal 4
QD  QD ∪ {S }
symbols from this state. The set of pre- 5
station(A)  S
dicted symbols (predict) is not necessary 6 repeat until QD and δD do not change
for a naive implementation of composi- 7
for each S ∈ Q
tion, but it will improve the performance 8
predict(S )  {A | q ∈ S , q → {•A} ∈ δE }
as discussed later. The -transitions 9 are 9
δD (S )  {station(A) | A ∈ predict(S )} − {S }
determined based on the predicted non- 10
for each X ∈ labels(S , δE )
terminals, but it could also be based on 11
S   -closure(move(S , X, δE ), δE )
δE . The self-edges are removed by sub- 12
QD  QD ∪ {S }
tracting the state itself. To drive the con- 13
δD  δD ∪ {S →X S }
struction of the DFA, the next states 10 14
reduce(S )  {A → α | [A → α • ] ∈ S }
are determined by following the tran- 15
if [A → α • eof] ∈ S then
sitions of the -NFA using the move 16
accept  accept ∪ {S }
function for all labels of this subset (see 17 return QD , Σ(G), N(G), δD , δD ,
Figure 9). Finally, the reduce actions 14 18
station, predict, reduce, P(G), accept
of a state are the productions for which
there is an item with the dot at the last Fig. 11. LR(0) parse table component generation
position. If there is an item that predicts
the special eof terminal 15 , then the state becomes an accepting state. This definition
requires the items of a subset to be known to determine accepting states and reduce
actions, but this can easily be avoided by extending the -NFA with reduce actions and
accepting states.
4.2 Composing LR(0) Parse Table Components
We first present a high-level version of the composition algorithm that does not take
much advantage of the subset construction that has been applied to the individual parse
table components. The algorithm is not intended to be implemented in this way, similar
to the algorithms for parse table generation. In all cases the fixpoint approach is very ineﬃcient and needs to be replaced by a worklist algorithm. Also, eﬃcient data structures
need to be chosen to represent subsets and transitions. Figure 12 shows the high-level
algorithm for parse table composition. Again, the algorithm is a variation of subset
construction. First, the combine-xtbl function is invoked to combine the components (resulting in Figure 10b of the example). The δ functions of the individual components
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function compose-xtbl(T 0, . . . , T k ) =
1 NE , δE , δ+
E , stationsE , predictE , reduceE , acceptE   combine-xtbl(T 0 , . . . , T k )
2 for each A ∈ NE
S   -closure(stationsE (A)}, δ+
3
E )
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

QD  QD ∪ {S }

station(A)  S
repeat until QD and δD do not change
for each S ∈ QD

predict(S )  {predictE (q) | q ∈ S }

δD (S )  {station(A) | A ∈ predict(S )} − {S }
for each X ∈ labels(S , δE )
S   -closure(move(S , X, δE ), δ+
E )

QD  QD ∪ {S }
δD  δD ∪ {S →X S }

reduce(S )  {reduceE (q) | q ∈ S }
14
if (acceptE ∩ S )  ∅ then accept  accept ∪ {S }
15
k
k
16 return QD , i=0 Σi , NE , δD , δD , station, predict, reduce, i=0 Pi , accept
12
13

function combine-xtbl(T 0 , . . . , T k ) =
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9


k 

NE  ki=0 N(T i ), δ+
δE  ki=0 δ(T i )
i=0 δ (T i ),
E 
for each A ∈ NE
for 0 ≤ i ≤ k
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, j  i
if A ∈ N(T i ) ∧ A ∈ N(T j )
+
δ+
(T j , A)}
E  δE ∪ {station(T i , A) → station

k
stationsE  i=0 station(T i ), predictE  ki=0 predict(T i )


reduceE  ki=0 reduce(T i ), acceptE  ki=0 accept(T i )
return NE , δE , δ+
E , stationsE , predictE , reduceE , acceptE 

Fig. 12. LR(0) parse table component composition
1 . To merge the station states δ+ is extended
are collected into a transition function δ+
E
E
to connect the station states of the same nonterminal in diﬀerent components 2 . Finally,
the relations station, predict, and reduce, and the set accept are combined. The domain of
the relations predict and reduce are states, which are unique in the combined automaton.
Thus, the combined functions predictE and reduceE have the same type signature as the
functions of the individual components. However, the domain of station functions for
individual components might overlap, hence the new function stationsE is a function of
N → P(Q).
Back to the compose-xtbl function, we now initialize the subset reconstruction by creating the station states 2 of the new parse table. The new station states are determined
for every nonterminal by taking the  -closure of the station states of all the components
(stationsE ) over δ+
E . The creation of the station states initializes the fixpoint operation
on QD and δD 6 . The fixpoint loop is very similar to the fixpoint loop of parse table
component generation (Figure 11). If the table is going to be subject to further composition, then the predict 8 and δD 9 functions can be computed similar to the generation
of components. For final parse tables this is not necessary. Next, the transitions to other
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states are determined using the move function 11 and the transition function δE . Similar
to plain LR(0) parse table generation the result of the move function is called a kernel
(but it is a set of states, not a set of items). The kernel is turned into an  -closure using the
14
extended set of -transitions, i.e. δ+
E . Finally, the reduce actions are simply collected
and if any of the involved states is an accept state, then the composed state will be an
accept state 15 .
This algorithm performs complete subset reconstruction, since it does not take into
account that many station states are already closed in subsets. Also, it does not use the
set of predicted nonterminals in any way. The correctness of the algorithm is easy to see
by comparison to the -NFA approach to LR(0) parser generation. Subset construction
can be applied partially to an automaton, so extending a deterministic automaton with
new states and transitions and applying subset construction subsequently is not diﬀerent
from applying subset construction to an extension of the original -NFA.
4.3 Optimization
In the worst case, subset construction applied to a NFA can result in an exponential number of states in the resulting DFA. There is nothing that can be done about the number of
states that have to be created in subset reconstruction, except for creating these states as
eﬃciently as possible. As stated by research on subset construction [28,29], it is important to choose the appropriate algorithms and data structures. For example, the fixpoint
iteration should be replaced, checking for the existence of a subset of states in Q must
be eﬃcient (we use uniquely represented treaps [30]), and the kernel for a transition on a
symbol X from a subset must be determined eﬃciently. In our implementation we have
applied some of the basic optimizations, but have focused on optimizations specific to
parse table composition. The performance of parse table composition mostly depends on
(1) the number of -closure invocations and (2) the cardinality of the resulting -closures.
Avoiding Closure Calls. In the plain subset construction algorithm  -closure calls are
inevitable for every subset. However, subset construction has already been applied to
the parse table components. If we know in advance that for a given kernel a closure call
will not add any station states to the closure that are not already closed in the states
of the kernel, then we can omit the -closure call. For the kernel move(S , X, δE ) 11 it
is not necessary to compute the -closure if none of the states in the kernel predict a
nonterminal that occurs in more than one parse table component, called an overlapping
nonterminal. If predicted nonterminals are not overlapping, then the -transitions from
the states in this kernel only refer to station states that have no new -transitions added
by combine-xtbl 2 . Hence, the -closure of the kernel would only add station states that
are already closed in this kernel. Note that new station states cannot be found indirectly
through -transitions either, because ∀q0 → q1 ∈ δ (T i ) : predict(q0 ) ⊇ predict(q1 ).
Thus, the kernel would have predicted the nonterminal of this station state as well.
To prevent unintentional overlap of nonterminals, it is useful to support external and
internal symbols. Internal symbols are not visible to other components.
Reduce State Rewriting. If a closure  -closure(move(S , X, δE ), δ+
E ) is a singleton set {q0 },
then q0 can be added directly to the states of the composed parse table without any updating of its actions and transitions. That is, not only does the closure {q0 } have the same
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actions and transitions as qo , but the transitions can also use the same names for the
states they refer to. However, for this we need to choose the names of new states strategically. If there is a transition q0 →X q1 in the component of q0 , then move({q0 }, X, δE )
will always be the single-state kernel {q1 }, but  -closure({q1 }, δ+
E ) is not necessarily the
single-state closure {q1 }. Hence, it is not straightforward that the transition q0 →X q1
can be included as is in the composed parse table. To avoid the need for updating transitions from single-state closures, we choose the names for the  -closure of a single-state
kernel {q} strategically as the name of q.
This optimization makes it very useful to restrict the number of states in a closure
aggressively. If the closure is restricted to a single state, then the compose algorithm
only needs to traverse the transitions to continue composing states.
Reduce Closure Cardinality. Even if a kernel predicts one or more overlapping symbols
(thus requiring an  -closure call) it is not necessarily the case that any station states will
be added to the kernel to form a closure. For example, if two components T 0 and T 1
having an overlapping symbol E are composed and two states q0 ∈ Q(T 0 ) and q1 ∈
Q(T 1 ) predicting E are both in a kernel, then the two station states for E are already
closed in this kernel. To get an eﬃcient  -closure implementation the closures could be
pre-computed per state using a transitive closure algorithm, but this example illustrates
that the subset in which a state occurs will make many station states unnecessary. Note
that for a state q in table T not all station states of T are irrelevant. Station states of T
might become reachable through -transitions by a path through a diﬀerent component.
A first approximation of the station states that need to be added to a kernel S to form
a closure is the set of states that enter the  -closure because of the -transitions added by
combine-xtbl 2

S approx = –closure(S , δ+
E ) − –closure(S ,



δi )

However, another complication compared to an ordinary transitive closure is that the
station states have been transitively closed already inside their components. Therefore,
we are not interested in all states that enter the  -closure, since many station states in
S approx are already closed in other station states of S approx . Thus, the minimal set of
states that need to be added to a kernel to form a closure is the set of station states
that (1) are not closed in the states of the kernel (S approx ) and are not already closed by
another state in S approx :

S min = {q0 | q0 ∈ S approx , q1 ∈ S approx : q1 → q0 ∈ δi }
The essence of the problem is expressed by the predict graph, which is a subgraph
of the combined graph shown in Figure 10b restricted to station states and -transitions
between them. Every δi transition function induces an acyclic, transitively closed graph,
but these two properties are destroyed in the graph induced by δ+
E . We distinguish
the existing -transitions and the new transitions introduced by combine-xtbl 2 in intracomponent and inter-component edges, respectively.
Figure 13 shows the optimized  -closure algorithm, which is based on a traversal of
the predict graph. For a given kernel S , the procedure mark first marks the states that
are already closed in the kernel. If a state q1 in the subset is a station state, then the
station state itself 3 and all the other reachable station states in the same component are
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marked 4 . Note that the graph induced by -transitions of a component is transitively
closed, thus there are direct edges to all the reachable station states (intra-edges). For a
state q1 of the subset S that is not a station state, we mark all the station states that
are closed in this non-station state q1 6 . Note that q1 itself is not present in the predict
graph. The station states are marked with a source state, rather than a color, to indicate
which state is responsible for collecting states in this part of the graph. If the later
traversal of the predict graph encounters a state with a source diﬀerent from the one that
initiated the current traversal, then the traversal is stopped. The source marker is used to
make the intuition of the algorithm more clear, i.e. a color- procedure visit(v, src)
ing scheme could be used as 1 color[v]  black
2 result[v]  ∅
well.
3 for each w ∈ intra–edges[v]
Next, the function  -closure 4 if (source[w] = src ∨ source[w] = null) ∧ color[w] = white
visit(w, src)
initiates traversals of the pre- 56
result[v]  result[v] ∪ result[w]
dict graph by invoking the 7 for each w ∈ inter–edges[v]
if source[w] = null ∧ color[w] = white
8
visit function for all the invisit(w, src)
9
volved station states. The visit 10
result[v]  {w} ∪ result[v] ∪ result[w]
function traverses the predict procedure mark(S , δ )
1 for each q1 ∈ S
graph, collecting 10 only the 2 if q1 is station
state
source[q1 ]  q1
states reached directly through 3
for each q2 ∈ intra-edges[q1 ] do source[q2 ]  q1
inter-component edges, thus 45 else
for each q2 ∈ δ (q1 )
avoiding station states that 6
source[q2 ]  q2
7
are already closed in an ear- 8
for each q3 ∈ intra-edges[q2 ] do source[q3 ]  q2
lier discovered station state. function  -closure(S , δ ) =
 white, result[*]  null, source[*]  null
For every state, the intra- 12 color[*]
result  S
component edges are visited 3 mark(S , δ )
q∈S
first, and mark states black as 45 forifeach
q is station state then maybe-visit(q)
already visited. The visit func- 6 else for each qA ∈ δ (q) do maybe-visit(qA )
tion stops traversing the graph 7 return result
if it encounters a node with 8 local procedure maybe-visit(q) =
a diﬀerent source (but con- 9 if source[q] = q ∧ color[q] = white
visit(q, q)
10
tinues if the source is null), 11
result  result ∪ result[q]
thus avoiding states that are already closed in other station
Fig. 13. Optimized  -closure implementation
states.

5 Evaluation
In the worst case scenario an LR(0) automaton can change drastically if it is combined
with another LR(0) automaton. The composition with an automaton for just a single
production can introduce an exponential number of new states [20]. Parse table composition cannot circumvent this worst case. Fortunately, grammars of typical programming languages do not exhibit this behaviour. To evaluate our method, we measured
how parse table composition performs in typical applications. Parse table components
usually correspond to languages that form a natural sublanguage. These do not change
the structure of the language invasively but hook into the base language at some points.
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Fig. 14. Benchmark of parse table composition compared to the SDF parser generator. (1) number
of reachable productions and (2) symbols, (3) time for normalizing the full grammar and (4)
generating a parse table using SDF pgen, (5) number of overlapping symbols, (6) total number
of states in the components, (7) number of states after composition, (8) percentage of single-state
closures, (9) total time for normalizing the individual components and (10) generating parse table
components, (11) time for reconstructing the LR(0) automaton, (12, 13, 14, 15) time for various
aspects of follow sets, (16) total composition time (11 + 15). We measure time using the clock
function, which reports time in units of 10ms on our machine. We measure total time separately,
which explains why some numbers do not sum up exactly. Results are the average of three runs.

We compare the performance of our prototype to the SDF parser generator that targets the same scannerless GLR parser (sdf2-bundle-2.4pre212034). SDF grammars are compiled by first normalizing the high-level features to a core language and next applying
the parser generator. Our parser generator accepts the same core language as input. The
prototype consists of two main tools: one for generating parse table components and
one for composing them. As opposed to the SDF parser generator, the generator of our
prototype has not been heavily optimized because its performance is not relevant to the
performance of runtime parse table composition. In our comparison, we assume that
the performance of the SDF parser generator is typical for a parser generator, i.e. it has
no unusual performance deficiencies. This is a risk in our evaluation, and a more extensive evaluation to other parser generators would be valuable. We have implemented
a generator and composer for scannerless GLR SLR parse tables. The eﬃcient algorithms for the SLR and scannerless extensions of the LR(0) algorithm are presented
in [31] (Section 6.6 and 6.7). Scannerless parsing aﬀects the performance of the composer: grammars have more productions, more symbols, and layout occurs between
many symbols. The composed parse tables are identical to parse tables generated using
the SDF parser generator. Therefore, the performance of the parsers is equivalent.
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Figure 14 presents the results for a series of metaprogramming concrete syntax extensions using Stratego [10], StringBorg [5] extensions, and AspectJ. For Stratego and
StringBorg, the number of overlapping symbols is very limited and there are many
single-state closures. Depending on the application, diﬀerent comparisons of the timings are useful. For runtime parse table composition, we need to compare the performance to generation of the full automaton. The total composition time (col. 16) is only
about 2% to 16% of the SDF parse table generation time (col. 4). The performance
benefit increases more if we include the required normalization (col. 3) (SDF does not
support separate normalization of modules). For larger grammars (e.g. involving Java)
the performance benefit is bigger.
The AspectJ composition is clearly diﬀerent from the other embeddings. The AspectJ
grammar [32] uses grammar mixins to reuse the Java grammar in 5 diﬀerent contexts.
All contexts customize their instance of Java, e.g. reserved keywords diﬀer per context.
Without separate compilation this results in 5 copies of the Java grammar, which all
need to be compiled, thus exercising the SDF parser generator heavily. With separate
compilation, the Java grammar can be compiled once, thus avoiding a lot of redundant
work. This composition is not intended to be used at runtime, but serves as an example
that separate compilation of grammars is a major benefit if multiple instance of the same
grammar occur in a composition. The total time to generate a parse table from source
(col. 10 + 11 + 16) is only 7% of the time used by the SDF parser generator.

6 Related and Future Work
Modular Grammar Formalisms. There are a number of parser generators that support
splitting a grammar into multiple files, e.g. Rats! [33], JTS [9], PPG [4], and SDF [19].
They vary in the expressiveness of their modularity features, their support for the extension of lexical syntax, and the parsing algorithm that is employed. Many tools ignore the intricate lexical aspects of syntax extensions, whereas some apply scannerless
parsing or context-aware scanning [34]. However, except for a few research prototypes
discussed next, these parser generators all generate a parser by first collecting all the
sources, essentially resulting in whole-program compilation.
Extensible Parsing Algorithms. For almost every single parsing algorithm extensible
variants have already been proposed. What distinguishes our work from existing work
is the idea of separately compiled parse table components and a solid foundation on
finite automata for combining these parse table components. The close relation of our
principles to the LR parser generation algorithm makes our method easy to comprehend
and optimize. All other methods focus on adding productions to an existing parse table, motivated by applications such as interactive grammar development. However, for
the application in extensible compilers we do not need incremental but compositional
parser generation. In this way, the syntax of a language extension can be compiled,
checked, and deployed independently of the base language in which it will be used.
Next, we discuss a few of the related approaches.
Horspool’s [20] method for incremental generation of LR parsers is most related
to our parse table composition method. Horspool presents methods for adding and
deleting productions from LR(0), SLR, as well as LALR(1) parse tables. The work
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is motivated by the need for eﬃcient grammar debugging and interactive grammar development, where it is natural to focus on addition and deletion of productions instead
of parse table components. Interactive grammar development requires the (possibly incomplete) grammar to be able to parse inputs all the time, which somewhat complicates
the method. For SLR follow sets Horspool uses an incremental transitive closure algorithm based on a matrix representation of the first and follow relations. In our experience, the matrix is very sparse, therefore we use Digraph. This could be done incrementally as well, but due to the very limited amount of time spend on the follow sets, it is
hard to make a substantial diﬀerence.
IPG [21] is a lazy and incremental parser generator targeting a GLR parser using
LR(0) parse tables. This work was motivated by interactive metaprogramming environments. The parse table is generated by need during the parsing process. IPG can deal
with modifications of the grammar as a result of the addition or deletion of rules by
resetting states so that they will be reconstructed using the lazy parser generator. Rekers [18] also proposed a method for generating a single parse table for a set of languages
and restricting the parse table for parsing specific languages. This method is not applicable to our applications, since the syntax extensions are not a fixed set and typically
provided by other parties.
Dypgen [15] is a GLR self-extensible parser generator focusing on scoped modification of the grammar from its semantic actions. On modification of the grammar it
generates a new LR(0) automaton. Dypgen is currently being extended by its developers
to incorporate our algorithm for runtime extensibility. Earley [35] parsers work directly
on the productions of a context-free grammar at parse-time. Because of this the Earley
algorithm is relatively easy to extend to an extensible parser [36,37]. Due to the lack of
a generation phase, Earley parsers are less eﬃcient than GLR parsers for programming
languages that are close to LR. Maya [38] uses LALR for providing extensible syntax
but regenerates the automaton from scratch for every extension. Cardelli’s [22] extensible syntax uses an extensible LL(1) parser. Camlp4 [39] is a preprocessor for OCaml
using an extensible top down recursive descent parser.
Tatoo [40] allows incomplete grammars to be compiled into separate parse tables that
can be linked together. However, Tatoo does not compose parse tables, but parsers. It
switches to a diﬀerent parser when it encounters an error. This alternative approach has
disadvantages: (1) changes from parser to parser have to be uniquely identified by an
unexpected token; (2) grammar developers have to be careful that errors are triggered
at locations where a switch to a diﬀerent parser is required; and (3) the result of linking
two separately compiled grammars does not define the same language as the composed
grammar. In Tatoo, the linking between grammar modules is defined more explicitly.
It is not possible to define productions for the same nonterminal in diﬀerent modules.
Thus, composition is more coarse-grained than parse table composition. This makes the
error-based approach more eﬀective than in a fine-grained approach.
Automata Theory and Applications. The egrep pattern matching tool uses a DFA for eﬃcient matching in combination with lazy state construction to avoid the initial overhead
of constructing a DFA. egrep determines the transitions of the DFA only when they are
actually needed at runtime. Conceptually, this is related to lazy parse table construction
in IPG. It might be an interesting experiment to apply our subset reconstruction in such
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a lazy way. Essentially, parse table composition is a DFA maintenance problem. Surprisingly, while there has been a lot of work in the maintenance of transitive closures,
we have have not been able to find existing work on DFA maintenance.
Future Work. We presented the core algorithm for parse table composition. We plan
to extend the algorithm to support features that grammar formalisms typically add to
basic context-free grammars, such as precedence declarations. Currently, precedence
declarations across parse table components are not supported by our algorithm. Other
open issues are designing a module system for a grammar formalism that takes online
composition of parse table components into account. In particular, there is a need for
defining the interface of a parse table component. Our current prototype supports the
basic primitives, such as external and internal symbols, but policies are necessary on
top of this. Finally, it would be interesting to integrate our algorithm in an LR parser
generator that generates executable code. Usually, these parser generators output a parse
table together with the engine for interpreting the parse table. Therefore, with a bit of
additional bookkeeping our algorithm can still be applied in this setting.
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